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Methods  

Background 
Selection of protein-binding ligands from highly-diverse combinatorial libraries of DNA-encoded 

small molecules is a rapidly developing approach in drug-lead discovery. The conventional 

selection methods involves surface-based techniques, which suffer from low partitioning 

efficiency caused by non-specific binding of the library molecules to the surface. Methods of 

kinetic capillary electrophoresis can facilitate highly efficient homogeneous selection required for 

such selection. However, KCE based selection methods require the precise prediction of 

electrophoretic mobility of protein-ligand complex. Here we present a theoretical approach for 

accurate estimate of electrophoretic mobility of such complexes.  

The model is based on a theory of the thin double layer and corresponding expressions used for 

the mobilities of globular protein connected, through a single point (small molecule), to a linear 

DNA tag. The DNA tag can be fully rod-like dsDNA as well as the combination of alternating 

dsDNA and ssDNA regions of varying lengths. The unknown electrophoretic mobility of protein-

DNA complex can be calculated by using experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities of 

the protein and DNA. Mobility prediction was initially tested by using streptavidin-biotin as the 

model system, and 18 biotinylated mock ligands with various DNA compositions have been 

constructed and tested. Finally, the prediction was tested for 2 proteins with 2 real DNA-encoded 

small molecules: streptavidin with biotin ligand and carbonic anhydrase II with GLCBS-L-Leucine 

ligand. 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of assembly routes and corresponding structures of various DNA-encoded small 

molecules. 

Figure 2. Conceptual depiction of migration patterns of DNA-encoded small molecule, protein, and complex in CE 

with strong electroosmotic flow (EOF). 
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Results 
By testing the complexes between streptavidin with 18 biotinylated DNA different constructs, the 

model demonstrated the accuracy with error of less than 10% in prediction of electrophoretic 

mobilities, and with error less than 11% in prediction of migration times of complexes. Using two 

practical DNA-encoded small molecules from pharmaceutical company we assessed the final 

developed model. Two proteins were used in this test: streptavidin and carbonic anhydrase II. 

The model proved to be accurate in predicting complex mobility; the deviation of the predicted 

electrophoretic mobility from the experimental measured one did not exceed 5% for either of the 

proteins. 

Figure 3. Peak identification of DNA-encoded small molecule. 

Figure 4. Migration study for the complex between protein and DNA-encoded small molecule. 

Conclusions  
In conclusion, we have tested our model with various DNA structures of DNA encoded small 

molecules. The results confirm the accuracy and robustness of our model. This model will 

facilitate the reliable use of KCE methods in selecting drug leads from DNA-encoded small 

molecule libraries and diagnostic probes. 
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Table 1. Electrophoretic mobilities of complexes between streptavidin and biotin-ds-ssDNA chimeras of different 
structures.  

* The deviation for each complex was calculated by using | theoretical mobility – experimental mobility| / 
experimental mobility   
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